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Abstract
Fictional works describe individual or group problems in an imaginary world. This problem can explore through
fictional works such as short stories or novels. The various issues that arise in literary works are products of real
life. What needs to be understood is that the literature contains the author's vision and the reader's ideas. More than
that, literary works hold some messages and values. On that basis, this study aims to describe and interpret the
existence of women in Oka Rusmini's Men Coblong novel. The analysis results of the women characters' presence
in the novel expect to use as literary teaching materials in higher education institutions that orientate towards
character education. This research is descriptive qualitative research with a feminist approach. This research's data
are the existence of female characters in the data source in the form of Oka Rusmini's Men Coblong novel. The
data collected using reading and note-taking techniques. The collected data were analyzed using interactive
analysis techniques. The results showed that in the MenCoblong novel, there were women who became other
figures, intellectual women, and working women. The study results towards women's existence in Men Coblong
novel can use as literary teaching materials.
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INTRODUCTION
Literary works and education cannot separate from one another. Both have a deep relationship
that even in higher education, literary works can teach the material to students. One of them
aims to make positive values well embedded in students. Through literature, the importance
and messages within literary works can teach. Some literary works that can be used as teaching
materials can be in the form of poetry, short stories, novels, and other prose work containing
values or messages beneficial to life.
Literary works and learning are closely related. Therefore, in literature, many values and
messages can take. The issue of women in literature is no exception. The women's struggle
values can be learned and can use as teaching materials in higher education. We can find women
in literature in the novel Gadis Pantai (Toer, 2003) that tells of women from a male perspective.
Furthermore, the book entitled Saman (A. Utami, 2001) reveals women's problems from a
women's perspective.
Women nowadays are different from women in the past. The problems and conflicts faced are
diverse and more complex. Along with the development of technology, it indirectly changes
the character of women. Women are required to follow the flow of modernization to not give
up on the situation. The existence of women is an issue that deserves to be highlighted and
discussed more deeply. It is because all the movements of women always bring forth debates.
Women's problems occur in Men Coblong, a work of fiction by Oka Rusmini that represents
the great voice of women. Those are women who express and struggle to deal with social
conditions that got complicated every day. Life in modern times requires everyone to work hard
and try to adapt. Apart from fulfilling the necessities of life, many problems cannot resolve by
just sitting at home. In this novel, the critical point is the women's existence in looking at the
broad issues that exist in a vast country called Indonesia.
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Many researchers have conducted women's existing research. Several previous research
includes the following. Nurfaidah (2019) with the title Membaca Perempuan dalam Celoteh
Perempuan. This research analyzes the existence of women in a collection of short stories
entitled Celoteh Perempuan. A work in which compiled writings that speak to the suffering of
women. The results of these studies indicate that women must make a decision, even though
they have to bear all consequences of that decision eventually. Decisions made by female
characters in short stories are a means of showing their existence. A proof that women can also
be independent and free from masculine domination. However, all these efforts remain
unacceptable in both manly and social eyes.
Nurmayanti (2019) analyzes women in the novel Tanah Tabu, by Anindita S. Thayf with the
concept of feminism Simone de Beauvoir. This research produces several results, namely as
follows. First, destiny for women is a natural thing that must receive from God. The fate of the
female characters in the novel is that of being a wife and woman. Woman as a wife in the family
do not get justice. In the end, women try to get their rights and change the destiny created by
society. Hereafter, it relates to the history of women's life that has always been made by
masculine people. In the novel Tanah Tabu, the female characters are shackled by a patriarchal
culture. These shackles cover personal matters of group interests. Women experience virile
oppression by exploiting women's weaknesses. As a result, women experience trauma and
choose to remain silent about their past. In the end, women rose to fight all the bad things in the
past. The last is a myth about women. The birth of the legend aims to reduce women's freedom.
Women in the novel Tanah Tabu have traditionally believed in the myths that exist in
themselves. But in the end, they realized that the myth that had survived the truth and tried to
shake it off.
Wahyuni (2020) describes how the image of patriarchal ideology shown by men against women
in the form of oppression, discrimination, and injustice. The female characters in Daniell Steel's
romance The Gift have always been targeted by males for bullying. The treatment experienced
by women occurs in the domestic and public sectors. The female character surrenders to the
situation, accepting that as a kid, she must obey her father, and as a wife, she must abide by her
husband.
This research focuses on the form of women's existence that occurs in the novel Men Coblong.
The purpose of this study is to describe women's presence in Oka Rusmini's Men Coblong
novel. Unlike previous studies, the results of this study can use as teaching materials. The
existentialism concept of Simone de Beauvoir is the basis of this research. The existentialist
thought of Simone de Beauvoir cannot separate from Sartre's thought. Some even think that
Beauvoir's The Second Sex is an application of Jean-Paul Sartre's Being and Nothingness. This
view is certainly wrong because, in reality, Beauvoir is Sartre's lover.
The idea of existentialist feminism cannot separate from the nature of feminism. Feminism was
born to oppose the idea that women are less capable than men for moral behavior and rational
thinking (Gamble, 2006: 4). Besides, feminism exists as a social movement and increases
women's participation in public political life (Johnson, 2015: 703). So, it can understand that
feminism is a women's action that aims to improve the woman's position to be equal to the
man's place in various fields.
The birth of Beauvoir's The Second Sex on the premise of existential feminism is often referred
to as the development of Being and Nothingness, Sartre's existentialist thinking. It makes the
originality of existential feminism obscure. The result of that two being inseparable emerged
from "who influences or is influenced by whom" between Sartre and Simone. In his book,
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Beauvoir uses Sartre's many terms by modifying their meaning to suit the existential feminism
he means (Tong, 2010: 254).
"l'existence précède l'essence" - Existence precedes the essence (Sartre, 2018: 40-41). The
quote from Sartre's book Existentialism and Humanism can be said to be the basis of
existentialism. The point is that we are born first, then we are free to determine who we are. As
for essence is created from within a person through the choices that have been made in life.
Sartre provides illustrations in the form of a product such as a book or a paper cutting knife. A
paper cutter produced by someone who has a conception of the tool. The maker certainly knows
the function and how to build the existing product. That paper cutting knife is of the essence.
The overall formula and quality that made the product invented predate its existence.
In essence, women's existence is no different from human existence in general. Human
existence is born from the capacity of reason. The potential of this reasoning is also a
differentiator between humans and other living things. Through commonsense, humans will
become aware of their existence and question the meaning of their existence. With this
potential, humans can make choices that are beneficial for their survival as God's creatures.
Only in such situations can women and men develop themselves (Tong, 2010: 18).
A person is not born rather than a woman. It is not biological, psychological, or economic
factors that determine the human female figure in society; civilization as a unit gives birth to
this creature, amid masculinity and impotence, which describe as feminine (Beauvoir, 2019b:
3). Starting from Beauvoir's opinion, it can understand that women have equality in the public
sphere. Besides, women also have the freedom to seek happiness and identity.
Beauvoir views women as the second sex, as Liyan as an absolute object perpetuated by a series
of myths in society. Another figure is explicitly defined according to a unique way in which a
person chooses to form himself (Beauvoir, 2019a: 354). Furthermore, Beauvoir emphasizes
three groups of women who struggle to release domination from the masculine. The three
groups are women who fall in love, women with narcissism, and mystical women. Narcissism
is a well-formed identification process in which the ego is seen as an absolute goal, and the
subject seeks protection from itself in it (Beauvoir, 2019b: 503).
Apart from the birth of these three groups, women's efforts to be free from patriarchy's confines
are by presenting working women, intellectual women, and women who reject their other.
Women's intellectual power can be a powerful weapon to fight patriarchy and pave the way for
women to reach their true essence (Lalbakhsh, 2014). Furthermore, if a woman is productive,
she regains her transcendence; in various plans concretely prove women as subjects; in
connection with the goals she achieves, with the money and rights she gets, he tries to feel her
responsibility (Beauvoir, 2019b: 576).
METHODS
This research method uses qualitative research methods in a descriptive analysis based on the
gender existentialism approach from Simone de Beauvoir. This research was conducted by
planning, implementing, collecting data, analyzing data, interpreting data to obtain research
results. This study uses a content analysis strategy. The analysis in this research is to capture
and understand the messages contained in the novel Men Coblong. The data in this study are
words, phrases, and sentences contained in the book. The data source is the novel Men Coblong
by Oka Rusmini.
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This research was conducted in three stages. These stages include preparation, implementation,
and completion. This research is not tied to a place and its dynamic. In this research, the data
collection technique is the study document carried out by recording the data contained in
documents and archives related to the problem to be studied (Creswell, 2014: 261). The data
was collected by reading the novel carefully from the text's data source in the Men Coblong
novel. Data analysis performs using an interactive model. The interactive analysis model
includes four components, namely: (1) data collection, (2) data reduction, (3) data presentation,
and (4) concluding by verification (Miles and Hubberman, 2014: 33). The reduced data to be
processed and presented in narrative form to answer the problem. The conclusions are drawn
after going through data analysis. The triangulation technique uses to account for the validity
of the data in this study. Triangulation in this study used source triangulation. It performs to
extract the truth from various sources such as books and journals.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The discussion will describe in several sections by placing women in the following three
criteria: women as other figures, women who are intellectual, and working women.
Women become other figures
Female characters in the novel Men Coblong emphasize how women try to escape from male
domination as the dominant subject. Men Coblong as a woman wants to show that women are
not weaker biologically than men. Even though male muscle strength is felt to be healthier, this
cannot be the basis of domination. This is in line with Beauvoir's opinion that biology is
insufficient to provide answers about women who consider it as other figures. Men Coblong
has a routine of taking his boys to school by car. Even though as a woman, she can drive a car
like a man. It shows that women can do what men can do.
[...] Jalan-jalan penuh gelombang. Lubang-lubang penuh mengisi wajah jalan. Apa nyaman
naik mobil? Tidak juga! Kenapa? Karena jalur motor jalannya tidak halus, otomatis motor jadi
mengambil jalur mobil. Belum lagi banyak pengendara motor yang “galak-galak”. (Men
Coblong, 2019:11-12).
Trying out realizes that taking her child to school is a special ritual. Various problems occur on
the streets. From damaged road conditions, lack of awareness of other drivers to traffic jams.
However, as a woman, Men Coblong certainly didn't lose her femininity. He reacted coldly.
The women's existence in the psychoanalysis context is also found in the figure of Men
Coblong. As a woman, Men Coblong does not have the nature of being jealous of the penis as
an alter ego in men. However, he spoke of power dominated by men. He hopes that women's
presence in policy-making will also have a good impact on women's issues.
[...] Salah satu persyaratan bagi partai peserta pemilu adalah menyertakan 30 persen calon
anggota legislatif perempuan. Nyatanya masih banyak partai tidak siap, bahkan ingin
persyaratan tersebut dicabut. Padahal dalam UU 8/2012 tentang Pemilu Anggota DPR, DPRD,
dan DPD, syarat pencalonan legislatif oleh parpol peserta pemilu adalah 30 persen caleg
perempuan. Selain itu, setiap tiga nama terdapat seorang caleg perempuan. (Men Coblong,
2019:13).
In this quote, it can understand that as a woman, Men Coblong wants a fair distribution in
legislative candidates' election. At a minimum, it must be following the agreed law that women
share in making policies. It is related to the policy results obtained. These policies are sensitive
to women's problems or even harm women.
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As a woman who is also a mother, Men Coblong has a busy life as a writer and a press worker.
It shows that in materialism, women have an equal position with men and following the
statement that a job is unsegregated by gender. Women have the same rights in terms of a job.
[...] Men Coblong sangat menikmati peran itu. Bangga sebagai istri. Bangga sebagai ibu.
Bangga sebagai penulis dan pekerja pers. Baginya silang pekerjaan itu membuatnya menjadi
perempuan komplet. (Men Coblong, 2019:90).
The quote above shows that as a woman, she can determine the job she wants. Division of
duties, such as domestic affairs, is no longer an important matter. Especially in modern times,
women with high careers and freedom in seeking happiness have become commonplace. Even
if the history of materialism has not been able to answer women's otherness, this only suppresses
male-dominated ownership.
Intellectual Women
Besides women being another figure, Men Coblong also presents women who are critical of the
domestic and social environment. Through these figures, women can provide views of events
that occur from a woman's perspective. This view is indeed by optimizing broad knowledge
and insight so that it has a clear rationale.
In the book Men Coblong, the female character has a good personality. To deal with life's
problems, which are now very complex, requires strong principles. As a modern woman, Men
Coblong always tries to adapt to the times. Also, she is an active woman and always takes roles
in various situations. It shows that women are not only spectators and are apathetic about sundry
life problems.
[...] Sarapan yang lain, sambil memasak menu pagi, adalah mendengarkan berita. Kadang
sambil membuka Ipad. Herus tetap update data terkini. Perempuan Bali sekarang harus cerdas,
madiri, dan haru terus belajar agar bisa mendidik dan menjaga anak-anaknya dengan baik. (Men
Coblong, 2019:1).
Men Coblong realized that every problem must address with a clear mind and commonsense.
Seeing an issue must be perceived from a rational point of view. Only logical thinking will
resolve the issue correctly. One day Men Coblong experienced a disturbance in his ears.
Ringing appeared in his ears so that it interfered with Men Coblong's activity. Understanding
this, Men Coblong's friend reminded him that there would be bad things that would happen to
Men Coblong. But he firmly rejected the opinion of his friend and said that it was a myth.
“Ah, mitos. Mitos!” Mendengar itu Men Coblong hanya menarik napas berkali-kali untuk
mengurangi rasa sakit telinga kirinya. Dia hanya bisa meringis. Harus ke THT, tidak ada pilihan
lain. (Men Coblong, 2019:7).
To deal with the problem requires a solution that makes sense and accountable. As an educated
woman, Men Coblong responded by going to a specialist. She realized that all issues were
indeed correctly resolved. Women must know so that in life, they do not just believe in myths.
Men Coblong lived day-by-day with busyness and various problems. Until one day, she realized
that something was wrong with the policies in this country. The issues that afflict children in
Eastern Indonesia make Men Coblong furious. Why not, a minister said that hunger and
malnutrition for the younger siblings in Papua is not a problem of the government alone, but
the government must participate in dealing with these problems. As an intellectual woman, she
realizes many things that obstruct and feel inconsequential in making policies. She highlighted
matters of education and health that were not running duly.
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Men Coblong saw that the condition of education in Indonesia was not good. According to her,
the policies regarding the 2013 curriculum that spent a lot of money did not follow the teacher's
competence. The curriculum that is predicted to build character education makes parents dizzy.
The concept of character education in which there are many theories without any role models
will be hard to materialize. Many teachers are not objective in assessing students and are unfair
in providing services to students. Besides, the emergence of additional lessons outside of school
is very burdensome for parents. The high cost is overburden and concurrently proves that
schools have failed in educating students in schools.
Health policies have not escaped the Men Coblong's spotlight. As an intellectual woman who
does not have the authority to make policies, she voices her opinion through criticism. He
revealed that the reality, the Kartu Jakarta Sehat (KJS), did not guarantee the people's services.
The field realness shows that if you do not have the cost to pay for the hospital, it will ignore
you. The hospital refused because the room was full, and the equipment was inadequate. In the
end, babies who should be receiving intensive care must die because they do not get good
services. As a comparison, Men Coblong went to a specialist doctor with good service and
places he had to pay a high price for services. It proves that to be healthy and get serviced in
Indonesia is very expensive.
Working Woman
The existence of women in Oka Rusmini's book Men Coblong is working women. Women are
often seen as inferior. However, Men Coblong's character shows that women have equal rights
with men. In the book, Men Coblong is described as a woman who has a job as a writer and
journalist. The work he is doing is a job under her wishes. It shows that being a woman does
not mean having to be in the kitchen alone. Women don't just take care of trivial domestic
matters. Men Coblong's character proves that women can work with their abilities.
Harum kopi membasuh seluruh ruangan, rasanya menyegarkan. Menimbulkan gairah untuk
memiliki semacam semangat kembali bekerja setelah dadanya sesak dengan beragam ulah para
pengambil kebijakan di negeri ini yang terlihat bingung. (Men Coblong, 2019:114).
To escape from male domination, tough women were born to get equal treatment in society. In
the past, women were the only male friends in the domestic sphere. Women are only busy with
the same things and do not develop. The Men Coblong figure in the above quotation marks the
struggle of women who, as the inferior, participate in work and other essential matters.
Table 1. The existence of women in Men Coblong.
No

Perempuan Sosok yang lain

Perempuan Intelektual

Perempuan Bekerja

1

Women can do activities like A woman who thinks Women work
men (driving).
logically.
journalists

2

Women have the same rights Women who are critical Women work with
in determining policies.
of the situation.
what they want.

3

Women are free to determine
the type of work they want.

as

Based on the explanation above, it can understand that women show their existence as a free
people. Free people define themselves as being equal to men. Even though the fact there are
still boundaries between men and women. Women can do things that are less ethical in a
patriarchal culture. Like driving a car, women with higher education, thinking, and logic, even
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women, have the same right to work. However, the character Men Coblong conveyed that
women can also do something that men can do. Her criticism and attitude show that women
want to get out of the shackles of patriarchy.
Research on the existence of women analyzed using Simon de Beauvoir's concept of existential
feminism is in line with previous research. Nurfaidah's research (2019) entitled Membaca
Perempuan dalam Celoteh Perempuan shows that women can also be independent and free
from masculine domination. Following the results of this study shows the existence of women's
efforts to demonstrate their existence by trying to get out of patriarchal culture's shackles.
Research Results Implication
The implications of the findings of this study include theoretical implications and practical
implications. The theoretical implications relate to the contribution to the development of
existentialist feminism theory, while the practical implications relating to literature learning in
universities. The research implications are as follows:
1. Theoretical Implication
The theoretical implication in this research is the existence of women in Oka Rusmini's Men
Coblong. The results of this study can contribute to the theory of feminism, in particular for
existentialist feminism. Existentialist feminism is a movement to fight for equal rights
between women and men. Women are positioned as the Liyan (the other). The Men Coblong
novel can be used as a vehicle for understanding for society to not distinguish between men
and women, respect for others, and a tolerant attitude.
2. Practical Implication
The practical implication in this research is a form of real contribution to the academic field
to provide benefits. The results of this study can use as a reference for teaching materials in
higher education. The existence of women in the novel Men Coblong by Oka Rusmini can
add insight into feminism and women's position.
CONCLUSION
Based on the findings of research and discussion, it can conclude that in the Men Coblong novel
by Oka Rusmini, there is women's existence under Simon de Beauvoir's concept of existentialist
feminism. The women's presence manifests in three groups: women as other figures, intellectual
women, and women who work. The three groups are women's efforts to show that women can
separate from patriarchal culture. Besides, this study's results can also be used as material
development, teaching materials, and literature studies, especially in the field of feminism in
universities. Reckon the many positive values contained in the book Men Coblong by Oka
Rusmini.
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